Barenboim-Said Akademie is looking for a

Professor of Musicology and Composition (W2), full time (100%)

Berlin-based Barenboim-Said Akademie (BSA) is a private, state-accredited conservatory that since 2016 has been offering a Bachelor of Music program in Music and the Humanities to students primarily from Middle Eastern countries.

The teaching language at BSA is English.

For further information, please see our website: https://barenboimsaid.de/de/akademie/jobs

Qualifications:

- Teaching focus is on musicology with special consideration of music history. A secondary concern is the theoretical and practical education of composition students.
- Requirements also include original academic research in the field, with special regard to ancient music. Research interests should include the relationship between music and other forms of cultural expression in the context of a broader cultural history background.
- Original artistic practice in composition
- Participation in the BSA’s self-administration

We are looking for an internationally renowned educator and composer able to represent the field of musicology in its entirety.

BSA expressly encourages applications that further increase the diversity of our faculty. Applications by people with handicaps will be treated preferentially in case of comparable qualifications.

Please submit your full application (including a letter of motivation, CV, two references by full professors, degree certificates, teaching evaluations and other relevant documentation) electronically until April 25, 2022 to jobs@barenboimsaid.de. Contact person is Dean Prof. Michael Barenboim.